What a busy time in ShapeShift DAO! This weekly governance is full of interesting proposals, ideas and discussions. One of the main points for discussion was the Tokenomics workshop, which will help incentivize liquidity in token. We are here to build an open interface through which the world interacts with digital finance and a token receiver will be helpful towards this goal.

Special thanks to Erik Voorhees, Jonaph, Josh and Hunt for all your efforts in obtaining the votes as well as grayman39, lurk tops, Giantkin, and the M&G team for getting us noticed and creating the Toolkit for voters. What an amazing community we have, let’s continue DAO in!

**Weekly Governance**

- **Passed Proposals**
  - Proposal for ETH TOUSERS 2.0 bump and joint LP with溜溜球.
  - Proposal for POAPs for voters.
  - Proposal for TOP DRAWER Merch (official ideation thread).
  - Proposal for Treasury Management and Stewardship Committee.

- **Active Proposals**
  - Reduction of The ShapeShift CHP book - Start here.
  - Proposal to Create Continuity 5 and Generate a Treasurers Report - Start here.
  - Proposal to Create Continuity 5.
  - Proposal to Generate a Treasurers Report.

**New Forum Posts**

- Latest proposals for the Treasurers Report.
- Proposal to change the Treasurers Report.
- Proposal to change the Treasurers Report.

**New & Old Forum Posts**

- Proposal to change the Treasurers Report.
- Proposal to change the Treasurers Report.

**LET’S DAO IT**

Best Day Ever!